Temporary Authorization to Use Digital Signatures on Certain Documents Due to the Novel Coronavirus, COVID-19, Extended

Pursuant to the authority of Governor Cuomo’s Executive Order 202.31, the Commissioner is extending the period during which the Department will accept digital signatures until July 15, 2020. At that time, the Commissioner will determine whether there is a continuing need to allow for the acceptance of digital signatures due to the COVID-19 State emergency.

As a result, the provisions outlined in N-20-3, Temporary Authorization to Use Digital Signatures on Certain Documents Due to the Novel Coronavirus, COVID-19, will continue to apply until July 15, 2020.

Note: An N-Notice is generally issued to announce a singular event, such as an update to a previously issued tax form or instruction, or to announce a new due date for filing returns and making payments of tax because of a natural disaster. The department does not revise previously issued N-Notices.